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Dear Sylvia, 

Thanks for your note of the 26th. Enclosed are e few things that might interest you... a 

You read more into my letter than I intended. We disegree on the 
meaning of the word “disaster”, I-mean not that they "systematically misused, 
wasted and nullified" the "long hard work of the critics" But that they didn't 
meke the use that Was possible, aid not accomplish what might easily have been, 
tr mean also they didn +¢ begin to use what could have been, with proper prepara- 
tion, that was unpublished. oe . 

There are many proper conplaintsa that can be made ageinst the New 
Orleans prosecution. You may recall I so stated lest sumner in response to Ep- 
Stein, However, the dishonesty of the press is not One. , . 

In the Frazier case, it is not at.all es’ you say. The record will 
show ‘and the Néw Orleans pepers also) that major admissions were elicited from 
him. Here agein,much less than was possible, but not at-sll ss you say. None- 
theless, in New Orleans "razier did admit that he did not do what was required 
and he didn t do it on idstruetions. He admitted not meking the required tests 
and anelysis, did not seek to do anything hut show that the shooting was | 
feasible ‘not even in the time spent) from the sixth-floor window. He readily 
acknowledged making no effort to determine whether the shooting was possible 
from any other point. He admitted many other things we widl fina important. 

I would not consider doing a book for the reason you: suggest, not do 1 
regard it as necessary for that purpose, "if only to preserve your eredibility 

- a8 a critic". I now have.a record I believe requezres no explanations and, with 
the time wasted in needless. explanations, 1 might accohplish sdme constructive 
good. I would do a book if.1 decide it is historically needed or if it is nee- 
essary to the present. In it I would tell what + know of the New Orleans story 
and evidence. +t would not, in any way, be in accord with what Bostein hes done. 

Sylvie, by now you know me and my writing, know that I feel, yield to 
snd am not in any way ashamed of passion. But we must also have more then pas- 
sion, more then blind hatred. As I have told you, I never doubted Shaw is Ber- 

- trand end much mere that hes not come out. I do not at this moment doubt there 
are several viable ce#es in New Crleane. These things are independent of any 
evaluation of Garrjesti, what you describe as “his inherent leck of intellectual 
snd moral qualfty". He is write or wrong, ss a person. The cese(s) sre right or 
wrong, on fadts, net any aprraisal of his personality. 

Sonsidering that they are not end could not be experts, I tell you they 
made excellent use of my two limited-edition sutopsy books. i ask you to wait until 
you have read carefully what eppears in ‘both New Orleans papers of the cross exami- 
nétion of “ineck. I“will try sha get the ‘transcript (end I do not believe Garrison 
has the money to get it), They got Finck to admit much more than 1 have about the 
military control over the aitopsy. Gser and Alford kept their words tc me. They 
did not use the other major sensation in this writing with which they could get 
hesdlines. They did restrict themselves to what they understood ti be the courtroom 
needs. vhen you reed this book yoy will better understend. You will elso then tel- 
ieve, 1 think, as + now do, that they reed intelligently between the lines on this. 
They made excellent use of what 1 have on the failure to trace the noW-feteal wound, 
and in dcing this they preserved for me wheat they could. When Cyril finishes with 
the book, perhsps you could read it rapidly? I need it to send abroad, where I have 
hed a recuest....“e may now be in N.O. Gary indicates Vinee told him they plenned 
to use Cyril, so ~ presume, unless they regard it as unnecessary after “inek, in 

* rebuttel, where it would be more effectives as z nof/ consider it then on direct : 
2 e & Hurriedly, Herola ta. AA


